Scoresheets from September 2017 – Crew Chief Checks

As discussed at the Basketball England National Officiating Conference 2017, the crew chief referee (first named referee) is responsible for ensuring that the scoresheet is an accurate and complete record of the game. The scoresheet is an official document and must be correct.

To help crew chiefs fulfil their responsibility in checking the scoresheet before being the last to sign it, listed below are some key items to check for.

1. **Red box** – no blank spaces

2. **Green box** – no blank spaces or empty boxes

3. **Blue box** – the quarter scores add up to the final scores for both teams

4. **Blue box** – the name of the winning team is written correctly; the time the game ended is clearly written.

5. **Orange box** – the protest box either has a captain’s signature in it or it is ruled through clearly.